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By Koiga Wa Wamwere

Seven Stories Press,U.S., United States, 2003. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. Seven Stories P.. 178 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Negative ethnicity is Koigi wa
Wamwere s name for the deep-seated tensions in Africa that
the world has seen flare so terrifyingly. The genocide in
Rwanda and ethnic killing in the Democratic Republic of
Congo, Nigeria, and elsewhere stand out as examples. Wa
Wamwere argues that these clashes cannot properly be
described as ethnically motivated; ethnicity, a positive
distinction, has nothing of the hatred here at work. Negative
Ethnicity gives a new picture of the force behind untold deaths
on the continent, dispelling the myth of an intractable conflict
waged along simple, ancient lines. Negative Ethnicity explains
the roots, colonial and pre-colonial, of the current ethnic
tensions. It goes on to describe how, for most Africans, ethnic
identity is ambiguous, and analyzes why that fact is obscured.
The culprits are many: chronic poverty, a broken education
system, preying dictators, corrupt officials, the colonial legacy
of hate, the ongoing exploitation of the West. Negative
Ethnicity is both a history and a manual for change, intended
to introduce Westerners to the crisis and to give Africans a new
understanding...
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Here is the finest publication we have read right up until now. It is actually writter in easy words instead of di icult to
understand. Its been written in an remarkably easy way in fact it is only right a er i finished reading this book in which
basically changed me, modify the way i really believe.
-- Pr of . V a nessa  Sm itha m  V-- Pr of . V a nessa  Sm itha m  V

It in a single of my personal favorite pdf. It really is writter in basic words instead of hard to understand. Your daily life
period will be transform as soon as you complete looking over this pdf.
-- V ena  Sa uer  DDS-- V ena  Sa uer  DDS
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